PARTICIPANT COMMENTS – Advocacy

Not much relevance for a small round table like ours. **Mike Hoover, Inland Empire CWRT**

The program was very good. Andrew utilized the outline of bullet points provided by his PowerPoint slides to effectively serve as the agenda for his verbal presentation. His remarks were sensible and easy to follow.

During the course of his presentation, I reflected upon the perseverance of the decade long effort that we have made to preserve a key portion of the Williamsburg Battlefield. Over the years, letters were sent to local, state, and federal elected officials, appearances were made before our local county commissioners, and tours of the site were conducted. In the long run, perseverance paid off.

I’ll comment that these classes are disappointing with respect to the low attendance. These “learning” programs are very good, and I wish that there was a larger turnout. **Bill Miller, Williamsburg CWRT**